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Copy/Paste>
(((___________________________________ International News Update
__________________________________))) :

1. New report pointing toward the United States, Russia, China, Israel, Iran, Syria, and North Korea, as the most
active countries in threatening the stability of international and global security by continuing to manufacture and
spread the means for weapons of mass destruction among nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons around the
world.
-->>>
2- European and other former Soviet Union countries are calling for a far more aggressive and counter
productive, military, humanitarian actions against the Russian expansion in Syria and Ukraine before reaching
their borders in Europe.
-->>>
3- After a failed plot to over throw the Turkish government and assassinate its elected president Rajab Tayyip
Erdogan, Turkey, China, Russia, Iraq, Iran, Egypt, North Korea and Syria among other hosts of countries in the
region moves to designate the American Evangelical Christian branch as a foreign intelligence terrorist
organization which is funded by hostile spy agencies operates inside the United States and Israel.
*- Evangelical Christian a fanatical branch in Christianity which advocate hate crimes and the over throw of
foreign governments that do not support their views of aiding Israeli occupation and its crimes in the Middle east.
*- Several high and low members in the evangelical movement were accused of fraud, child molestation, sexual
assaults, and espionage among other terrorism activity in foreign countries.
*- Members of the Catholic, Greek, Coptic, and Eastern Orthodox Church considers the Zionist Evangelical
Christian movement as an apostate cult and agents of the Anti-Christ in the end times apocalypse.
-->>>
4- Myanmar Massacres; The Arab league with some other Islamic and European countries are discussing the
possibility of a limited military action and air strikes against the Myanmar Burmi's military using near bases in
coordination with Bangladesh, Taiwani's, and Pakistani's Armed forces to stop the massacres and killing of
civilians by the Burma's terrorist army.
*- The move comes after the genocide and discovery of serious mass graves against poor Muslim villages on the
hands of Burmi's Myanmar's military.
*- International community criticized the U.S and its allies for their double standards in taking the action when its
only against jihadist groups while turning a blind eye toward the others.
*- Rich Arabs countries suggested arming rebels and conducting limited air strikes on military positions to
counter genocide, war crimes, and terrorism by the country fascist army.
-->>>
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-->>>
5- France and British Intelligence services accuses the Syrian regime and the Assad's Family of terrorism and
crimes against humanity after a new information lead revealing how the Assad's regimes helped and trained
some of the jihadist operatives targeting Europe in the past.
*- The report further details a new discovery of mass graves containing thousands of dead civilians among
prisoners who were executed using a chemical nerve agent at a mass gathering where they were gassed by
thousands inside their cells and into mass graves out side of their prisons, after they were starved, electrocuted,
and tortured for months under the supervision of Russian, Iranian, and Syrian officials, marking the most horrific
crimes since the Holocaust, Abu Ghraib, and CIA torture program.
-->>>
6- New story on how the Russian intelligence services transferred the digital foot print for most of America's
advance military technologies, including radar and missile systems used by the Israeli military.
*- The story further points on a secret Russian-Chinese operation under the code name of "Polar Banda" which
intended to transfer the new American F-35 fighter jet technology from the Israeli military to a Chinese reverse
engineering factories inside Moscow and Beijing.
*- Israeli military sells most of American advance technologies to Russian intelligence as a way to keep the
Russians satisfied with their position in the Middle east.
-->>>
7- China signs a new massive secret deal to open and establish military factories for its advance missile defense
systems inside Iran, Egypt, and Pakistan.
*- The factories to include advance radar systems, land-air, sea, and sat killers missiles, among other
hypersonic, submarine and navy technology, while Iran seeks to test its first reversed engineered North Korean
intercontinental missile system.
-->>>
8- The U.S Democrats are in terror and fear over a scenario of Trump death or impeachment where he will be
replaced by an even far worse enemy in vice president Mike Pence and his Evangelical fanatics.
-->>>
9- Russian intelligent source; The U.S and Israeli military are evaluating a coordinated effort of a possible military
strike against Iranian and Syrian targets, the Russian's in response will hand over all of their air defense systems
to the Syrian and Iranian forces on the ground and will not be responsible for any actions taken by the Syrian
regime against invading enemy forces using Russian technology.
-->>>
10- North Korean scientist helping the Iranian nuclear advancement including new reactors and methods to avoid
detection.
*- North Korea and the Chinese military developed a new generation of nuclear capable missile technology code
'the Dragon Heads' which can deliver tripe electromagnetic and nuclear strikes after exploding in the hemisphere
shutting down all defense systems before causing mass destruction and havoc on the ground.
-->>>
11- Russian Leak; Britain Scotland Yard and MI6 intelligence services were part of a wider target by Russian
operatives planning chemical attacks on double agent in the UK.
*- Russian source closer to the Kremlin; The Attack intended to send a strong message to UK and Western
intelligence that Britain and its allies can no longer protect their sources and agents among those who dare to
provide any information on Russia in which
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provide any information on Russia in which they will suffer a horrible death.
*- The Attack meant to not just poison the double agent but any one who came in contact with that agent, a
strong message to British intelligence that the gloves are off against any one trying to play with Moscow.
*- Britain expected to respond on a international scale and inside Syria by supporting Anti Assad rebels to over
throw the Pro Russian Regime and cut off the Russian leg from the Mediterranean.
-->>>
12- Cyber Wars; New report on how Russian and Chinese agents helped the North Korean attack against Sony
while continuing to coordinate together in a highly classified program known as the Dooms Day program which
intended to target the U.S military radars, nuclear, electrical grid, satellites, and missile defense systems among
other highly classified targets.
-->>>
13- The English beauty and London look model "Georgia May Gagger" win's the prize for the hottest teeth look in
the world, while she admits to have been approached for recruitment by UK intelligence part of a wider plot to
target and seduce jihadist among terrorist suspects.
-->>>
14- Syrian Assad praises Hothie Rebels targeting Saudi Arabia as the regime prepares further assault on Idlib
which expected to cause over 250,000 deaths while corrupt Arab regimes standing idle guarding bellies and
thrones playing the scarecrow American fraud game of war on terror.
-->>>
15- Latest Science News, Theories, and Discoveries:
*- The Journal's chief editor "Mr. Hosam Al Smadi" has suggested a new Newtonian scientific theory in regard to
earth's gravity and its effect on both the human biology and evolution. The theory represent the effect of earth's
gravity on the human cells, genetics, and biology, connecting human aging and growth to earth's gravity which in
return continue to be past to the next generations through heredity, causing the speed of aging, shortening of life,
and limiting the human heights to the next generations through genetics evolving, the theory is the first of its kind
which represent a new field of ideas in nature and biology.
-->>>
16- Latest Medical Research by our Journal:
*- Cocaine, one of the most known dangerous substance in the world, but our journal medical research has
suggested the illegal drug has some benefits to its harm, including heighten of awareness for people with
attention disorder and improving of nasal allergy symptoms for those who suffer from an extreme allergy form, but
the drug still represent the greater evil against the good in nature.
-->>>
17- The U.S secret service heighten its security around president Trump due to political tension with the deep
state and hostile agents in the FBI which consider a breach of security part of the political divide inside America.
-->>>
18- Russian intelligence services celebrates the death of U.S senator John Maccain, While Russian Military wing
slams the U.S secretary of defense General Mattis as an old man who's suffering from low testosterone and
lacking the balls to even come near Russian forces inside Syria after the U.S president Donald Trump made new
threatening tweets in regard to Syrian assault on Idlib.
--->>>
19- Retired U.S General and Fox News analyst "Jack Kean" continue to call for further aggressive actions and
escalation against the Syrian regime and
Russian
inside Syria with heavy bombardment and targeted
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escalation against the Syrian regime and Russian forces inside Syria with heavy bombardment and targeted
killings of Assad forces after leaked news of plans to assassinate the Syrian regime President Bashar Al Assad.
-->>>
20- The US longest war in Afghanistan, the Taliban intensify their fighting against the U.S as they continue to hit
and attack the Afghani forces causing heavy casualties.
*- While the fresh and intense fighting appear to be a sign of strength, an Islamic State source claimed the
Russian intelligence are providing heavy weapons to the Taliban in a war of control over the country and against
the U.S forces which could lead to a game change similar to the old Afghani Soviet war which was supported by
the CIA, while the Taliban alliance continue to mutate with further Russian support, they translated the situation
as part of art in war under the notion "the enemy of my enemy is my friend".
--->>>
21- Climate Change and Global Warming; Our Journal science sources for expedition, research, and discovery
have published a new report on Global Warming, the report addresses the general geopolitical and economical
situation around the world while predicting a logical critical analysis using deep insight into the world condition
within 20 years period base on sound and intelligent evidence.
*- Global food and water shortages expect to rise up to 80% within 20 years period of decline, severe drought
and famine could last from 3-6 years after a massive climate change, which expected to lead for further
escalation in regional wars and disorder due to civil unrest, anarchy, and collapse of governments.
*- High death rates among human and animals due to severe drought and shortage of medical supplies after
anarchy, wars, and collapse of scientific institutions, including a high possible scenario of nuclear conflict.
*- Corrupt governments and global economic collapse expect to threaten more than half of the world population
over survival and fighting for resources.
--->>>
21- TV Talk; Fear & the Walking Dead, the greatest Drama Tv show on the U.S Network of AMC after 'Breaking
Bad' and the Night's Manager', not so much, while the show got high rating in the U.S, our Journal conducted an
international survey which suggested the show lacks any science fiction, medical research and of course modern
ideals in erotic situation compare to famous Zombie movies like Resident Evil, World War Z, and I'm Legend
among others. Our Journal concluded the show lack of any intense medical drama in countering infectious
diseases and any erotic situation has brought the show low international ratings.
--->>>
22- Former Iranian president "Ahmadi Najad" warns if Iran's is ever attacked by the Israeli occupation forces,
Iran will push the invincible state into the sea with a cloud of fire which the world has never seen before.
--->>>
23- She is a Hollywood freckles, wasp, and a majestic fighter in the Lord of the Ring; Evangeline Lilly a rising star
from her famous role in the ABC drama of Lost, to the wasp in the Ant-Man Movie, she now moves to wipe out
her tears and play a Lady Bug role in the Ant-Man 4".
--->>>
.
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